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“ … the convergence of technology and events that allowed India, China, and so many other countries to
become part of the global supply chain for services and manufacturing, creating an explosion of wealth in the
middle classes of the world’s two biggest nations and giving them a huge new stake in the success of
globalization? And with this “flattening” of the globe, which requires us to run faster in order to stay in
place, has the world gotten too small and too fast for human beings and their political systems to adjust in a
stable manner?”
Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat
“The results are startling. If things go right, in less than 40 years, the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and
China) economies together could be larger than the G6 in US dollar terms. By 2025 they could account for
over half the size of the G6. Of the current G6, only the US and Japan may be among the six largest
economies in US dollar terms in 2050.”
Goldman Sachs, Dreaming with BRICs: The Path to 2050
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Course Objective
International Entrepreneurship (IE) is a course targeted towards students who plan to become involved
with entrepreneurial ventures across the world either right after graduation, or at some future point in their
careers. The course is meant to help students evaluate and analyze international opportunities in their
capacity as:




Founders of or early hires in, international ventures
Investors in, or advisors to, international ventures
Potential partners or acquirers of international ventures, i.e., as managers in large, established
companies that are looking to grow internationally
Consultants



Since the course emphasizes that differences among national contexts create specific types of
entrepreneurial opportunities, and because such opportunities can be created in any country, this course is
relevant to all students with international career ambitions.
IE will introduce students to new concepts and ideas associated with international opportunities. Students
will learn to identify, evaluate, and analyze these opportunities, their critical success factors, attendant
challenges, and how these challenges can be overcome. Students will, for instance, learn how a small
clinic in India grew into the world’s largest eye care hospital; how a Coke-like brand failed overnight in
Russia; how Google mismanaged its China operation; and how Chinese local IT firms grew bigger than
eBay in market capitalization. The course also covers special topics relevant to doing business in
emerging economies, such as microfinance and leadership succession in family firms. Several guest
speakers will enrich the concepts and stories with their own first-hand experience in these markets.
Students will see the world differently - smaller, flatter - after taking this course.
We will cover material organized in four broad topics over the course:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Opportunities and Challenges in a Changing Global Economic Landscape
Models of International Entrepreneurship
Gathering Resources and Growing Competence
The Competition Dynamics between the Multinationals and the Local Giants

Course Requirements
The requirements for the course and the contribution of each towards the final grade are:
Component
a. Personal Business Plan
b. Most Provocative Business Idea
b. Class Participation
c. Case Write-ups
d. Midterm exam
d. Team Project

Contribution to Final Grade
5%
5%
30%
10%
20%
30%

A. Personal Business Plan (5%)
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Personal business plan (PBP) in SI471 is to provide you with an opportunity to look into your personal
goals relating to career, family and financial development and to examine how you may further develop
your human capital and social capital to better achieve these goals.
Different from a typical personal development plan, PBP in SI471 asks you to explicitly situate yourself
in the context of globalization and use SWOT (strength-weakness-opportunity-threat) analyses to
diagnose how the value of your human and social capitals may evolve in the foreseeable future and how
their values may be enhanced through cross-border activities.
Everyone receives the full point for this exercise. Due date is Feb 11th, 2015.
B. Most Provocative Business Idea (5%)
Every student is required to pitch a business idea that he/she believes to be the most provocative one that
he/she has ever seen. Please limit your idea pitch to 3 minutes. Please sign up at the google document via
the link below https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1XY7UjtEwqn0AOSdTiElbL0jNmgoBnU5EToTu9mpi1QY/edit?usp=sharing

C. Class Participation (30%)
Your active participation in class discussions is integral to the design of this course. Prior preparation of
the cases and assigned readings are essential as this background is assumed in the lectures and class
discussions. Participation does not equate to attendance. Class attendance is mandatory. 30% of the
course grade will depend upon contributions to our class sessions.
“Cold calling” is incorporated in the class. The purpose of cold calling is not to create anxiety but to
ensure that participation is equitable, that all class members contribute to class discussions, and that all
members are prepared for these discussions.
Quality and quantity of participation are both important. Effective class participation is based on relevant,
insightful and progressive comments. Every student is a co-producer of the class discussion and thus it is
important to listen carefully to one another and attempt to build on or constructively critique prior
comments.
D. Case Write-ups (10%)
You are required to write 2 short case write-ups (maximum 2 pages, 1.5-line spaced, and 11- point fond).
The submission is due no later than 7:00 am the day of the class discussing the case and all
submissions should be electronic via email.
The following lines of instruction help you avoid some common pitfalls in a case write-up:





This is NOT a case summary. Beyond a brief introduction of the company, you should avoid
being descriptive; instead, you must be analytical.
Use the information in the case to illustrate your statements, to defend your points and to make
salient points.
Be focused. Rather than trying to answer a long list of questions, focus on one or at most two
issues and conduct in-depth analysis.
This is a short essay. Make sure the sections and subsections flow logically and smoothly from
one to the next. No bullet points; they do not make an essay!
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E. Midterm Examination (20%)
A closed book exam will take place in class on Wednesday March 4th. No makeup exam is granted
unless one can provide the instructor with solid evidence of family/medical emergencies.
F. Team Project Memo (10%), Presentation (10%), and Report (10%)
Every student is expected to participate in a self-formed group of 3-4. Each team needs to report the team
membership to the professor by Monday Feb 9th via email.
Each group is required to develop a business proposal that will utilize some of the concepts learned in this
class for cross-border business opportunities. The proposed business could be a bilateral venture, a bornglobal firm, or an international broker that connects U.S. (preferably the New England area) and overseas
resources. The proposal should have a business model that your classmates can learn something
interesting/provocative from and it should offer a product or service that is potentially appealing to
overseas users or customers.
Your team needs to hand in a 3-page memo (1.5-line spaced, and 11- point fond), describing the problem
that your proposed venture aims to solve, the basic features of its product/service, its business model and
how its business model is relevant to the targeted market. Please submit your memos via email by
11:59pm, March 25th, 2015
Each team will make an elevator pitch in Week 2 to receive feedbacks from the whole class. The final
presentation will take place on Saturday 01-24-2014. The team presentation will be evaluated by your
peers along the following dimensions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The business model is very new to me
The topic captures my interests
The team gives clear description of the problem that the proposal aims to solve
The team gives clear description of the way that the proposed venture solves the problem
The team is well organized and the progression of ideas is easy to follow
The team seems confident of personal understanding of the topic and handles questions well
I learn something useful/provocative from the team’s presentation

The team project’s final report should be submitted electronically by 5pm Monday 05-04-2015. The
final report should be no longer than 10 pages (1.5-line spaced and 11- point fond).
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Schedule Spring 2015
Weekday-Date
Wed, 01-21
Mon, 01-26
Wed, 01-28
Mon, 02-02
Wed, 02-04
Mon, 02-09
Wed, 02-11
Tue,02-17
Wed,02-19
Mon,02-23
Wed,02-25
Mon,03-02
Wed,03-04
Mon,03-16
Wed,03-18
Mon,03-23
Wed,03-25
Mon,03-30
Wed,04-01
Mon,04-06
Wed,04-08
Mon,04-13
Wed,04-15
Wed,04-22
Mon,04-27
Wed,04-29
Mon,05-04

Topic
Introduction
Opportunities from Liberalization: GGMW*
Bilateral Ventures: Blink Booking
Born Global Ventures: EverTrue
Process Innovation: Arvind Eye Clinic*
Product Innovation: Baidu
International Brokerage
Resource Mobilization: Mrs Maddy & KenCall
Cancelled (see Tue 02-17)
Watch documentary
Discuss documentary
Midterm Review
Midterm Exam
Rescheduled for team meeting (See 03-23; 03-24)
Leadership: Wild China
Leadership: Harilela Group
Team meeting Mon 03-23; Tue, 03-24
Unfair competition
Team project idea pitching
Team project idea pitching
Guest speaker
International expansion I: Jollibee
International expansion II: TBA
State Policy & Entrepreneurship: lecture
Team presentation
Team presentation
Review

In-Class Exercises

Assignment Due

How to measure political risks?
Anything to clone around you?

Case Write-Up 1

Case Write-Up 2
Team formation
Personal Business Plan

How to identify reliable partners far away?

Team project pitching (I)
Team Project Memo
Team project pitching (II)

Team project pitching (III)

Team Final Report Due

 For case write-ups
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